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Virus removal from semen with a pinched flow
fractionation microfluidic chip†
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J. J. L. M. Cornelissen, b M. L. W. J. Broekhuijse cd and L. I. Segerink a

Nowadays pigs are bred with artificial insemination to reduce costs and transportation. To prevent the

spread of diseases, it is important to test semen samples for viruses. Screening techniques applied are

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays and/or polymerase chain reaction, which are labor-intensive and

expensive methods. In contrast to the current used screening techniques, it is possible to remove viruses

physically from semen. However, existing methods for virus removal techniques have a low yield of

spermatozoa. Therefore, we have developed a microfluidic chip that performs size-based separation of

viruses and spermatozoa in boar semen samples, thereby having the potential to reduce the risk of disease

spreading in the context of artificial insemination in the veterinary industry. As the head of a spermatozoon

is at least twenty times larger than a virus particle, the particle size can be used to achieve separation,

resulting in a semen sample with lower viral load and of higher quality. To achieve the size separation, our

microfluidic device is based on pinched-flow fractionation. A model virus, cowpea chlorotic mottle virus,

was used and spiked to porcine semen samples. With the proposed microfluidic chip and the optimized

flow parameters, at least 84 ± 4% of the model viruses were removed from the semen. The remaining virus

contamination is caused by the model virus adhering to spermatozoa instead of the separation technique.

The spermatozoa recovery was 86 ± 6%, which is an enormous improvement in yield compared to existing

virus removal techniques.

Introduction

The introduction of artificial insemination (AI) in the
veterinary industry was revolutionary. Besides reducing the
cost of animal transportation and the use of semen from
superior males for a multitude of females, the spread of
diseases was minimized.1,2 Nowadays, AI is the gold standard
reproduction technology; approximately 90% of pigs in
Europe and North America are bred using AI.2,3

Although the spread of diseases is minimized by AI,
micro-organisms can still be found in semen and their

presence has a major influence on the semen quality.4–6 The
negative impact on sperm quality caused by viruses includes
decreases in sperm motility and viability7 as well as sperm
abnormalities.8,9 Furthermore, one infected boar can transfer
a disease to a multitude of sows which can lead to a disease
outbreak and severe economic costs.4 An example is the
epidemic of classical swine fever (CSF) in the Netherlands in
1997–1998. During this epidemic, the semen of infected
boars was used for AI leading to CSF outbreaks in farms,
whose only contact with CSF was via the contaminated
semen.10 This outbreak caused the eradication of 12 million
pigs and the economic loss was estimated to be $2.3
billion.11,12 To prevent another epidemic caused by virus-
infected semen, new laws and regulations strictly control the
biosafety and animal health of boar centers and pig farms for
semen trade and import within the European Union.13

Special agreements with selected countries outside the
European Union have been made to control semen import
and export.14

Currently, both enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
(ELISA) and polymerase chain reactions (PCR) are used to
detect the presence of viruses in semen.6 These techniques
are costly (up to €150 per test), labor intensive and time
consuming (3–12 working days), since these tests are
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performed by external providers instead of by the AI centers
themselves. Due to the long screening times, virus screening
test results of porcine semen are usually not available prior
to insemination, because necessary waiting time reduces
semen quality.15,16

Numerous viral pathogens have been identified in animal
ejaculates. Most of the viruses can be found free in the
seminal plasma or in somatic cellular components and not
in the spermatozoa fraction.17–20 With the implementation of
a virus removal processing step during daily AI laboratory
procedure, the viral load and therewith the risk of disease
transmission is decreased. Since the chance of disease
transmission is related to the viral load, lowering this will
facilitate safer insemination with fresh semen, which is
currently used for AI of sows.

To reduce the viral load, it could be interesting to separate
spermatozoa from the viruses. A combination of single-layer
centrifugation (SLC) and “swim-up” procedure has been
proposed to remove porcine circovirus type 2 (PCV2) from
semen.21 The total spermatozoa yield was 45 ± 20% and the
spermatozoa motility was 72 ± 23% with respect to
unprocessed spermatozoa motility of 80 ± 16%.21 This
method claims to reduce more than 99% of PCV2 from the
semen samples. Similarly, a double SLC procedure has been
proposed to remove equine arteritis virus from equine
semen.22 The mean yield of motile spermatozoa was 52 ±
16% and the virus level was reduced, but the exact virus
reduction was not stated.22

The poor spermatozoa yield of the previously mentioned
virus removal techniques can be improved by using a
microfluidic device to separate viruses from spermatozoa.
Microfluidics is a fast-emerging field dealing with the flow of
liquids inside micrometer-sized channels.23 The advantage of
a separation technique based on microfluidics is that
microfluidic processes can be automated and standardized,
resulting in less manual performed processing steps.

Many different principles to separate spermatozoa from
other particles or cell types using microfluidic devices have
been reviewed.24–26 Microfluidic approaches are both aimed
at increasing spermatozoa motility and separation of
spermatozoa from different cell types. An example of devices
aimed at separation is the spiral channel proposed by Son
et al., which focuses particles based on their size and in this
way motile spermatozoa are separated from both immotile
spermatozoa and erythrocytes.27 The spermatozoa recovery
was 81% with an erythrocyte removal of 99%. Liu et al.28 and
Berendsen et al.29 used pinched-flow fractionation (PFF) to
remove epithelial cells and erythrocytes from spermatozoa,
respectively. Liu et al. achieved a spermatozoa recovery of 41
± 3% with a purity of 97 ± 2%,28 whereas Berendsen et al.
have reached a spermatozoa recovery of 94 ± 8% with an
erythrocyte removal of more than 90%.29

The size separation technique PFF is based on the sudden
broadening of a channel immediately after a pinched
segment.30 A sample flow and a sheath flow coincide at the
pinched segment, where the particles are focused onto the

sidewall in case of a higher sheath than sample flow rate.
The width of the sample fluid in the pinched segment should
be smaller than the bigger particles present in the sample,
which are the spermatozoa in our application. By choosing
the flow rates in an appropriate manner, the system will
operate in the laminar flow regime, which causes the
streamlines to divert into the broadened segment without
crossing each other. This allows the particles to effuse
according to their initial position in the pinched segment,
where the larger particles follow the streamlines more to the
center of the channel, whereas smaller particles follow the
streamlines closer to the channel wall. This allows for a
separation based on each particle's size and deformability.
Due to the differences in size between spermatozoa (head: 7
μm long, 4 μm wide; length: 45 μm (ref. 31)) and viruses (10–
400 nm6), the size-based separation principle PFF could, in
principle, be used to separate viruses from spermatozoa. PFF
is advantageous in contrast to other separation methods,
such as labelling with DNA stains, of which contradictory
statements have been made regarding the toxicity,32–34 or
motility-based methods, which can cause spermatozoa
exhaustion.35 Besides that, PFF does not seem to be harmful
to the cells, since we have previously shown that the effect of
PFF on the viability of boar and bull spermatozoa, is less
than or similar to the current used processing techniques
such as centrifugation and flow cytometry.36

To our knowledge, for the first time a microfluidic device
is presented that can efficiently separate viruses from porcine
spermatozoa to decrease the virus load prior AI. As a virus
model cowpea chlorotic mottle viruses (CCMVs) were used,
which have a similar size (28 nm) to typical viruses found in
semen.37 The chip design and flow parameters were
optimized to achieve high spermatozoa recovery while
separating most of the viruses. With a virus cleaning step
implemented in the daily processing flow of porcine semen,
the biosecurity of AI with porcine semen is improved.

Materials and methods
Microfluidic chip: design and fabrication

The microfluidic chip has a typical PFF design, of which a
schematic illustration is shown in Fig. 1A, consisting of two
inlets, a pinched segment, a broadened segment and two
outlets. The two parallel inlets, one for the sample (inlet 1)
and one for the buffer (inlet 2), conjunct at the pinched
segment (width (wp) 50 μm, length 100 μm). The angle of the
boundary between the pinched and broadened segment is
180° and the corners of the broad segment are rounded,
which prevents the adherence of air bubbles and
spermatozoa, because there is almost no fluid flow in the
corners. The broadened segment width (wb) is 1100 μm
(design I) or 2200 μm (design II). After a length of 1500 μm
in the broadened segment, the separation channel with a
width of 45 μm branches off to outlet 1, whereas the
broadened segment ends in outlet 2. The device height was
designed to be 50 μm.
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The chips were designed using CleWin software (version
5.0.12, WieWeb software, Hengelo, The Netherlands) and
master molds were produced using standard
photolithography. The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chips
were fabricated in a 10 : 1 v/v ratio of base versus curing agent
(Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA). PDMS was
poured onto a silicon wafer, degassed, and cured at 60 °C for
three hours. After curing, microfluidic inlets and outlets were
punched using a Harris Uni-Core puncher (tip inner diameter
(ID) 1.0 mm, Ted Pella Inc., Redding, CA, USA). The chips
were bonded to glass microscope slides after activation by
oxygen plasma using a plasma cleaner (model CUTE, Femto
Science, Hwaseong-Si, South Korea).

CCMV preparation and characterization

All chemicals described in this section were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich (Zwijndrecht, the Netherlands) unless stated
otherwise. The CCMV were grown in cowpea plants. After 14
to 18 days, the virus was isolated and purified as described
by Verduin38,39 and adapted by Comellas Aragonès.37 In
short, the harvested leaves were homogenized with cold pH
4.8 buffer containing 0.2 M sodium acetate, 10 mM ascorbic
acid and 10 mM disodium ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA). The homogenate was squeezed through a
cheesecloth and the filtrate was centrifuged (12 000 × g, 10
min, 4 °C) to remove the bigger particles. The supernatant
containing CCMV was precipitated with polyethylene glycol
(PEG)-6000 (10% w/v) by centrifugation (12 000 × g, 15 min, 4
°C). After reconstitution of the pellet in virus buffer (0.1 M
sodium acetate buffer pH 5.0 containing 1 mM sodium azide
and 1 mM disodium EDTA), CCMV was centrifuged for 16 h
at 145 000 × g at 10 °C in 37.5% cesium chloride with a
Sorvall WX80 ultracentrifuge in a vertical rotor TV-1665

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). This creates a
gradient with a CCMV band at a density of 1.36 g L−1. After
collection CCMV is dialyzed 3× with 300 ml virus buffer and
stored at 4 °C.

CCMV were fluorescently labelled with Atto 647
hydroxysyccinimide (NHS) ester and Atto 488 NHS ester.
Before, CCMV was dialyzed with encapsulation buffer
consisting of 5 mM magnesium chloride (MgCl2) in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.4. The buffer was
refreshed twice. The Atto-NHS dye was dissolved in oxygen
free, dry DMSO and mixed in a 1 : 0.03 (w/w) ratio with CCMV
in PBS. To remove the excess dye, CCMV was dialyzed with
encapsulation buffer and refreshed twice. CCMV was stored
in encapsulation buffer at 4 °C. The CCMV concentration
and degree of labeling were determined by measuring the
absorption of CCMV with a nanodrop system (NanoDrop
One, Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). For CCMV labelled
with Atto 647 NHS (CCMV-647), absorption at 260 nm and
644 nm were measured. CCMV-647 concentration was 3.3 mg
ml−1, and the degree of labelling was 0.025 dyes/capsid
protein. For CCMV labelled with Atto 488 NHS (CCMV-488),
absorption at 260 nm and 488 nm were measured. CCMV-488
concentration was 2.4 mg ml−1, and the degree of labelling
was 0.03 dyes/capsid protein. The size distribution of CCMV
was measured with dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a
Microtrac Nanotrac Wave W3043. Viscosity and refractive
index of water and the refractive index of CCMV (1.54) were
used.

Semen sample preparation

Fresh boar semen at a concentration of 20 × 106 cells per ml
was obtained from a local artificial insemination center
(Varkens KI Twenthe, Fleringen, The Netherlands). The

Fig. 1 A) Schematic representation of the two chip designs. The difference between both designs is the width of the broadened segment. B)
Schematic representation of the PFF set-up. The flow of the microfluidic chip is controlled by a pressure pump which is connected individually to
the sample and buffer inlets. Particles are pinched and separated to follow different streamlines according to their size. The larger particles
(spermatozoa) follow the streamlines further away from the channel wall and exit the chip at outlet 2. The smaller particles (viruses) are closer to
the channel wall and exit the chip at outlet 1 into the waste container.
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semen was stored at 16 °C and used within four days. The
samples were diluted with Solusem Bio+ (AIM Extender, AIM
Worldwide, Vught, The Netherlands).

Experimental setup

A schematic representation of the microfluidic set-up is
shown in Fig. 1B. Both chip inlets were connected to a
container using fused silica capillaries (Polymicro
Technologies, ID 100 μm, outer diameter (OD) 360 μm,
length (L) 9 cm, Molex, Surrey, UK) and Tygon tubing (ND
100-80, ID 250 μm, OD 760 μm, L 20 cm, Saint-Gobain
Performance Plastics, Akron, OH, USA). The flow for the
inlets was controlled with a pressure pump consisting of two
Flow-EZ modules (LineUp Series, Fluigent, Le Kremlin-
Bicêtre, France) with a p-cap connector (Fluigent, Le Kremlin-
Bicêtre, France). The sheath pressure was 400 mbar (≈64 μl
min−1), and the sample pressure was varied between 28–32
mbar (≈1.5–2.8 μl min−1). The outlet tubing was chosen such
that 2–3% of the flow exited at outlet 1. Outlet 1 was
connected to a container using fused silica capillaries (L = 11
cm) and Tygon tubing (L = 25 cm). Outlet 2 was connected to
a container with Tygon tubing (L = 10–13 cm).

Shortly before use, the chips were hydrophilized using a
plasma cleaner (model CUTE, Femto Science, Hwaseong-Si,
South Korea). The chips were then rinsed and incubated with
polyĲL-lysine)-grafted-polyĲethylene glycol) (PLL-g-PEG, SuSoS,
Dübendorf, Switzerland) at a concentration of 100 μg ml−1 in
deionized (DI) water for at least 15 minutes to prevent
particle and cell adhesion. After coating, the chip was
connected to the pressure pump. Sample and buffer solution,
the latter one Solusem Bio+ for all experiments, were
introduced via inlets 1 and 2, respectively. Flow was induced
by applying the desired pressures to the sample and buffer
inlet. At the outlets, the processed sample was collected in
Eppendorf tubes.

Experimental procedure

CCMVs in microfluidic chip. A PFF microfluidic chip with
a broadened segment of 1100 μm (chip design I) was used.
CCMVs were diluted in Solusem Bio+ to 370 ng ml−1. After
introducing the CCMV sample and Solusem Bio+ as a sheath
buffer into the chip, the desired pressures were applied. The
applied sheath buffer pressure was constant (400 mbar; 65 μl
min−1), and the applied sample buffer pressures were 24 (1.5
μl min−1), 26 (1.8 μl min−1) and 32 mbar (2.8 μl min−1). The
flow rate ratios for 24, 26, and 32 mbar were 44, 37, 24 : 1
(total flow/sample flow), respectively. The ratio of outlet 1
(waste) flow/total flow was 2.4%.

Separation of spermatozoa from CCMVs. Separation
experiments were performed with chip design I (broadened
segment width 1100 μm) and chip design II (broadened
segment width 2200 μm). The sample consisted of
spermatozoa at a concentration of 10 × 106 cells per ml and
74 ng ml−1 CCMVs in Solusem Bio+. Solusem Bio+ was also
used as sheath buffer.

For the comparison of the separation quality of chip
design I with chip design II, CCMVs labeled with Atto 647
NHS ester were used. The applied sheath pressure was 400
mbar (design I: 65 μl min−1, design II: 64 μl min−1) for both
designs and the sample pressures were 27 (2.5 μl min−1) and
30 mbar (2.4 μl min−1) for design I and II, respectively. The
flow rate ratio for chip design I was 27 (total flow/sample
flow) and for chip design II was 28 (total flow/sample flow).
Outlet 1 tubing was 10 and 13 cm for chip design I and II,
respectively, so that for both designs 2.8% of the total flow
were collected in outlet 1.

For the other separation experiments performed with chip
design II, CCMVs labeled with Atto 488 NHS ester were used.
Outlet 2 tubing was 12, 12.5 or 13 cm long, so that 3.0%,
2.7%, 2.5% of the total volume were collected at outlet 1. The
sheath buffer was for all experiments 400 mbar, which is
equivalent to a flow rate of 64 μl min−1 and the sample
pressure was 30 mbar (≈2.5 μl min−1).

For a constant outlet 1 (waste) removal rate of 2.7% with
chip design II, different sample buffer pressures were
applied, namely 28 mbar (2.1 μl min−1), 30 mbar (2.5 μl
min−1), and 32 mbar (2.8 μl min−1). With a sheath buffer of
400 mbar (64.5 μl min−1), the flow rate ratios were 32, 27 and
24 (total flow/sample flow) for a sample pressure of 28, 30
and 32 mbar, respectively.

Separation analysis

The flow profile of CCMVs in the PFF chip was analyzed
using fluorescence microscopy. Fluorescence images were
taken from the separation channel and broadened segment
with the EVOS microscope as shown in Fig. 1. The obtained
fluorescent images were analyzed using a Matlab script
(Matlab 2017b, Mathworks, Natick, MA). Exemplary images of
the figures obtained with the Matlab script can be found in
ESI A.† In short, the images were processed with Gaussian
noise removal (low-pass Wiener filter) and the image intensity
values were saturated. Then the image intensity values of a
line orthogonal to the outer channel wall were plotted and the
width of the fluid flow containing CCMVs was determined.

The concentrations of CCMVs in the sample and in both
outlets were determined with an EnSpire multimode plate
reader (Pelkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA). Samples were
pipetted in black FLUOTRAC™ 600 96-well-plates (Greiner
Bio-one, Essen, Germany) and measured in the multimode
plate reader in fluorescence mode (λex = 495 nM, λem = 520
nm, 50 flashes). The fluid collected in outlet 1 (≈20 μl) was
diluted and 100 μl was used to measure the fluorescence
intensity. The fluid collected in outlet 2 (≈500 μl) was directly
used and the fluorescence intensity of 250 μl was measured.
For both sample volumes, calibration lines were used to
determine the CCMV concentration from the fluorescence
intensity (ESI B†). The CCMV removal is defined as the
percentage of CCMVs present in outlet 1 relative to the
CCMVs present in both outlets. The CCMV concentration in
weight was transformed to a particle concentration with
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CCMV weight (4.6 × 106 avogram per CCMV particle,
equivalent to 7.6 × 10−21 kg per CCMV particle40). The limit
of detection was 0.01 ng ml−1 (1.3 × 109 CCMVs per ml).

The spermatozoa collected in outlet 1 and 2 were
manually counted using a Neubauer counting chamber. A
volume of 10 μl from the fluid collected at the outlet 1 was
deposited onto a Neubauer chamber. For each experiment, at
least 100 spermatozoa were enumerated depending on the
cell concentration. It was corrected for the difference in
obtained volumes from outlet 1 and 2. The spermatozoa
recovery is defined as the percentage of spermatozoa present
in outlet 2 relative to the spermatozoa in both outlets.

Statistical analysis

Independent t-tests were performed to compare the
separation qualities of the experiments with a constant outlet
1 (waste) removal rate of 2.7%. The separation qualities
obtained for a sample pressure of 28 mbar were compared to
the separation qualities of 30 and 32 mbar. The significance
level of the two-tailed test was chosen to be 0.05.

Results and discussion
CCMV characterization

To investigate if CCMVs stay intact in Solusem Bio+, the
dilution medium for porcine semen, the size distributions of
CCMVs in Solusem Bio+, and CCMVs in encapsulation buffer
were measured using DLS. CCMVs were diluted in Solusem
Bio+ to a concentration of 740 ng ml−1. The structure of
CCMV is dependent on pH and salt concentration. The pH of
Solusem Bio+ is with 7.2 neutral and similar to the pH of the

encapsulation buffer (pH 7.4). The size distribution of
CCMVs in Solusem Bio+ and CCMVs in encapsulation buffer
with the standard deviations were 26.5 ± 9.8 nm and 26.7 ±
10.6 nm, respectively. The respective size distribution graphs
obtained with DLS are shown in the ESI C.† The pH and the
CCMV size distribution in Solusem Bio+ were like the values
obtained in encapsulation buffer, confirming that the CCMVs
stayed intact in Solusem Bio+ and were also comparable to
CCMVs in virus buffer (27.7 nm).

CCMVs in microfluidic chip

The flow behavior of the fluorescently labelled model virus
was followed by a fluorescent microscope in the PFF chips to
investigate if separation is technically feasible. The CCMVs
were diluted to a concentration of 370 ng ml−1 in Solusem
Bio+. The CCMV concentration was chosen to be higher than
realistic virus concentrations to guarantee the detection of
the fluorescence signal. The diluted CCMVs were investigated
with chip design I (broadened segment width: 1100 μm) and
the sample pressures were 24, 26 or 32 mbar, whereas the
sheath buffer pressure was constant (400 mbar). With the
fluorescent microscope, images were taken from the position
where the separation channel branches off the broadened
segment (Fig. 2A–C). After image processing, intensity
profiles (Fig. 2D–F) orthogonal to the outer channel wall were
obtained, which indicate the width of the CCMV containing
fluid flow.

The intensity profiles show that with increasing sample
pressure, the fluid flow containing CCMVs broadens. With an
increase in sample pressure, the sample flow rate increases
and the flow rate ratio decreases when the sheath buffer

Fig. 2 Merged brightfield and fluorescent images (A–C) and intensity profiles (D–F) of Atto 647 labelled CCMVs in PFF chip with broadened
segment width of 1100 μm (design I): sample pressure was varied (A and D: 24 mbar; B and E: 26 mbar; C and F: 32 mbar) with constant sheath
buffer pressure (400 mbar). With increasing sample pressure, the fluid stream containing CCMVs broadens (FR: flow rate ratio of total flow/sample
flow; red arrow: line of intensity plot).
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pressure is constant. The CCMV flow width for sample
pressures of 24 and 26 mbar was smaller than the separation
channel width of 45 μm and CCMVs exited the chip at outlet
1. When the sample flow was getting too high, the
fluorescent image and intensity plot show that CCMVs exit
also at outlet 2 and separation from larger particles was not
provided. The flow rate ratio in the pinched segment with
width wp is linearly amplified in the broadened segment with
width wb by wb/wp.

30 With this relationship, the fluid width
in the broadened segment can be calculated and compared
with the experimental results. The theoretical determined
width of the CCMV fluid flow is 25 and 30 μm for 24 and 26
mbar, respectively, and therefore below the width of the
separation channel of 45 μm. For a sample pressure of 32
mbar, the CCMV fluid width is 46 μm and efflues also to
outlet 2, which is in accordance with the experimental
results. The theoretical values can deviate slightly from
experimental results, because design parameters are not
perfectly translated to the chip. The position of the
separation channel wall overlaps with the CCMV containing
fluid for a sample pressure of 32 mbar. The width of the
position of the separation channel wall was designed to be
45 μm, but the actual width of the PDMS chip can deviate
slightly due to the processing steps. Furthermore, during
image processing pixels were converted to distance, which
can also cause some inaccuracy. Nevertheless, with the
intensity profiles, it can be distinguished whether the model
virus flow out of the chip via outlet 1 (waste) or outlet 2.

Separation of spermatozoa from viruses

We optimized the spermatozoa recovery while maintaining
the CCMVs removal, by comparing the separation efficiencies
of both chip designs and investigating the effect of the fluid
removal ratios of both outlets. A wider broadened segment
width improves the separation efficiency because the effluent
position of the spermatozoa and viruses is farther apart from

each other (ESI D†). This also corresponds to the previously
mentioned linear amplification relationship of wb/wp.
Therefore, chip design II, which had a broadened segment
width of 2200 μm, was used for the next experiments. The
optimal fluid removal ratio must be found, as this parameter
also determines the separation efficiency. With a higher fluid
removal ratio, it is expected that more spermatozoa exit the
chip at the waste outlet, whereas with a low fluid removal
ratio, the virus may also exit the chip at outlet 2. Fig. 3A
presents the obtained separation quality with respect to the
CCMV removal and spermatozoa recovery. For a fluid removal
ratio of 3.0%, most spermatozoa are lost, whereas with a
fluid removal ratio of 2.7% almost 90% of the spermatozoa
are collected in outlet 2. A higher fluid removal ratio means,
that the flow to outlet 1 is higher and with a fluid removal of
3.0% many spermatozoa exit the chip at outlet 1. For all
experiments, more than 75% of the CCMVs were removed
from the spermatozoa. The best CCMVs removal of 89% was
achieved with 2.7% of flow to outlet 1. In Fig. 3B, the CCMV
concentrations in the outlets are shown. The concentrations
in outlet 1 were more than two order of magnitude higher
compared to the concentrations obtained in outlet 2. The
CCMV concentration in outlet 1 is lower than the input
concentration, which therefore cannot be traced back to the
separation efficiency of CCMVs. There are several
explanations for this dilution. The largest impact on the
dilution is that a third of the volume exiting at outlet 1 is the
buffer solution. This can be seen by the CCMV flow width,
which is approximately a third of the separation channel
width. Additionally, approximately 20% of the viruses are lost
during processing with the microfluidic chip and tubing (ESI
E†). With all fluid removal ratios, most CCMVs were
separated from spermatozoa, because the CCMV fluid width
is smaller than the separation channel width of 45 μm
(Fig. 3C). While performing the experiments, spermatozoa
were fluorescently visible under the microscope, although
they are not known to be autofluorescent. It has been

Fig. 3 Separation quality for different fluid removal ratios of chip design II A) spermatozoa recovery and CCMV removal. B) The CCMV
concentration after the separation in both outlets. C) The CCMV flow width from the outer wall in the broadened segment (multiple images were
taken during one experiment; ±X, in which X represents 1 SD, N ≥ 3). With all fluid removal ratios, CCMV are collected in outlet 1 (waste outlet).
The best spermatozoa recovery was achieved with a fluid removal ratio of 2.7% (sheath pressure 400 mbar; sample pressure: 30 mbar; N = 1).
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examined, that CCMV and the dye adhere to spermatozoa
(ESI F†), which justifies some of the fluorescent signal
obtained from samples collected at outlet 2.

The best separation with chip design II was obtained with
a fluid removal rate of 2.7%, because this fluid removal rate
achieved both the highest spermatozoa recovery and virus
removal. The separation efficiency was further investigated by
varying the pressure for the sample flow. The individual
separation efficiencies with sample pressure of 28 mbar (1.8
μl min−1), 30 mbar (2.0 μl min−1), and 32 mbar (2.4 μl min−1)
are shown in the ESI G.† When using a sample pressure below
28 mbar, the flow rate ratio was too high, and the sample flow
was blocked by the sheath flow. The results of independent
t-tests between 28 mbar and the other applied pressures did
not report a statistical difference for the spermatozoa recovery
and CCMV removal rates (ESI G†). In Fig. 4 the separation
efficiencies are summarized. Spermatozoa recovery of 86 ± 6%
and CCMV removal of 84 ± 4% were achieved.

Up to date only a few microfluidic separation techniques
were applied to purify spermatozoa from other types of cells
such as blood cells and epithelial cells. Dean flow
fractionation, which uses inertial forces in a spiral channel,
was applied to separate erythrocytes and white blood cells
from spermatozoa.27,41 Spermatozoa recoveries of 80% (ref.
27) and 89% (ref. 41) were achieved, while removing 99% of
the erythrocytes27 and 82% of the white blood cells.41 Dean
flow fractionation was further improved with a channel of a
trapezoidal cross-section.42 With this device, the spermatozoa
recovery was 96%, whereas epithelial cells (86%), white blood
cells (approximately 95%) and erythrocytes (approximately
75%) were removed.42 The reported spermatozoa recovery
with PFF and the virus removal rate are similar to the ones
reported with Dean flow fractionation. Channel dimensions,
particle size and flow characteristics are key design
parameters for inertial microfluidics. Small deviations from
optimal flow characteristics can have an impact on particle
separation. Another proposed spermatozoa purification
method is acoustic trapping. Spermatozoa were trapped by
an acoustic standing wave, while other biological

components originating from the female victim, such as free
DNA, pass the acoustic field.43,44 Spermatozoa were
successfully purified from a 40-fold excess of female
epithelial cells over spermatozoa.44 Limitations of acoustic
trapping are that it is not a continuous separation technique
and an external field is required. Inertial microfluidics and
acoustic trapping can also be applied to purify spermatozoa
from virus containing semen. In contrast to inertial
microfluidics and acoustic trapping, PFF has several benefit
such as the simple design and no need for an outer field.
The most important parameters of PFF are the width of the
pinched segment and its ratio with the broadened segment.
Key separation parameters such as flow rate ratio and fluid
removal ratio can be easily optimized during testing, as
previously reported by Berendsen et al.29 and shown in this
study.

The reported spermatozoa recovery (86 ± 6%) is almost twice
as high as the spermatozoa recovery reported by other virus
separation techniques (≈45%), which have used combinations
of “swim-up” and density gradient centrifugation.21,22

Nevertheless, the spermatozoa recovery is slightly lower than
the spermatozoa recovery of similar PFF spermatozoa
separation techniques as proposed by Berendsen et al., who
have achieved a spermatozoa recovery of up to 95%.29

The asymmetrical shape of spermatozoa improves the
separation. Berendsen et al. have reported that the tumbling
effect influences the spermatozoa behavior in PFF; the
average spermatozoa position in the broadened segment is
further away from the channel wall and the distribution is
broader than when considering the spermatozoa head size.29

Therefore, in PFF spermatozoa can be associated with an
average particle size of 15 μm, instead of a 4 μm one.
Without the tumbling effect most spermatozoa would not be
separated from the virus containing fluid, since the width of
the sample flow in the pinched segment is equal or lower
than 4 μm. However, due to the tumbling and as evidenced
by the results, spermatozoa can be purified from viruses with
our set-up. Another spermatozoa characteristic is the motility
and its rheotactic behavior; spermatozoa tend to swim
against the flow stream with a stream velocity of 100 μm
s−1.41 The flow velocity in the broadened segment of the PFF
device is with approximately 9000 μm s−1 higher than the
flow velocity needed for rheotaxis. Additionally, separation
was performed at room temperature to prevent spermatozoa
movement and subsequent spermatozoa fatigue, so both
effects did not influence the separation. Moreover, it has
been shown that the effect of microfluidic processing,
including PFF, on the spermatozoa viability is low.36 The
used chip dimensions and flow rates used in the viability
study36 were similar and in the same range as the ones used
in this study. There were differences in our proposed
separation technique and the previously proposed one by
Berendsen et al., which can cause the difference in
spermatozoa recovery such as the chip design, flow rate ratio
and sample composition. Berendsen et al. have used a
sample which consisted mainly of erythrocytes and was

Fig. 4 Separation quality with chip design II and 2.7% fluid removal
ratio (error bars = 1 SD, sheath pressure 400 mbar; sample pressure:
28–32 mbar; N = 9).
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spiked with spermatozoa, whereas in this study, a
spermatozoa sample was spiked with smaller CCMVs and the
particle density was lower. The particle density may influence
the separation efficiency.

For analysis and quantification of the CCMV separation,
two techniques based on the fluorescence signal were used.
Fluorescence microscopy visualizes the CCMV fluid width in
the broadened segment of the microfluidic chip and
determines its width of the channel wall, whereas with a
fluorescence imaging plate reader the concentration of the
viruses after the separation was determined. Fluorescence
microscopy implies that all viruses are sorted from the
spermatozoa, because the width of the fluid width is below
45 μm and the viruses exit the chip at outlet 1. However, the
technique determining the CCMV concentration after the
separation reveals that CCMVs are also found in outlet 2. As
is shown in ESI F,† both CCMV and the Atto 488 dye adhere
to spermatozoa, which increase the fluorescence intensity
and therewith the CCMV concentration in outlet 2. For
several virus types, it has been shown that most virus
particles are free in the seminal plasma instead of
penetrating or attaching to spermatozoa.17–19 Taking both
CCMV analysis techniques into account, the CCMV removal
is at least 84 ± 4%. Similar to other virus removal techniques
from semen,21,22 not a complete virus elimination was
achieved. To further eliminate CCMVs from the sample, it is
an option to process the sample with the PFF device multiple
times. A PFF device with two cascading devices has been
proposed to remove both larger particles and smaller
particles from spermatozoa.45 To improve the virus removal
of our application, cascading two PFF chips may increase the
virus removal 87% to 98%, assuming that for every device the
efficiency is the same. However, simultaneously, this would
decrease the spermatozoa recovery to 81%.

PFF is based on the typical laminar flow behavior in
microfluidic systems. Although the flow is laminar, particles
experience Brownian motion and diffuse across streamlines.
For our application, it is interesting to investigate the
diffusion distance of viruses between entering the broadened
segment and the separation channel. The diffusion
coefficient for spherical viruses with a size of 10–400 nm
ranges from 30 μm2 s−1 to 0.8 μm2 s−1.46 For one-dimensional
diffusion the average distance x travelled by a particle can be

calculated with x ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2Dt
p

, which D the diffusion coefficient
and t the time.47 Assuming the time critical for the diffusion
is 0.15 s, which is the calculated time a particle needs to
move between the pinched segment and the branch-off of the
separation channel, the average distance is 3 μm to 0.5 μm
for viruses with a size of 10 nm to 400 nm, respectively. With
a separation channel width of 45 μm and a virus containing
fluid width in the broadened segment of smaller than 40 μm,
the virus separation is not affected.

Due to the regulations in our laboratory, we have chosen
to use CCMVs as a model virus, because viruses found in
semen are potential transmitters of diseases and require

higher safety regulations in the laboratory. CCMVs with a size
of 28 nm belong to the small viruses, when comparing it to
the size range of viruses found in semen (10–400 nm5).
Examples with a comparable size to CCMVs are the foot-and-
mouth disease (FMD) virus (25–30 nm (ref. 48)) and CSF virus
(40–60 nm). Another important virus type, which can be
present in semen, is the African swine fever (AFS) virus (200
nm (ref. 49)). With the current use of PFF, spermatozoa are
removed from the liquid containing sample based on the
spermatozoa size. As large viruses are more than twenty
times smaller than spermatozoa, it is expected that
spermatozoa can be separated from all virus types found in
semen. As viruses can have a diameter of up to 400 nm, we
performed PFF separation of semen spiked with 500 nm
polystyrene beads. The results show that 98% of polystyrene
beads were removed from semen while recovering 93% of the
spermatozoa (ESI H†). The PFF chip was similar to chip
design I, but the chip was made out of cyclic olefin
copolymer (COC). The semen sample was spiked with 74 ng
ml−1 CCMVs, which is approximately 9.5 × 109 particles per
ml. The high virus concentration was used to enable the
analysis based on fluorescence intensity. CCMV analysis
techniques have the limitation of a fluorescence signal
threshold. If the signal is lower than the threshold, the
intensity and therewith the CCMV will not be detected. In
outlet 2 the sample is diluted with the sheath buffer, which
is needed to pinch the particles. This dilution also decreases
the measured fluorescence signal. Other virus separation
techniques have used virus concentration of a few 1 × 103 to
2 × 105 plaque forming units per ml.21,22 Assuming that each
plaque forming unit is one virus particle, in this study high
virus concentrations were used. In the future, the separation
of spermatozoa from viruses can be confirmed by using
samples spiked with viruses found in semen, such as the CSF
and AFS virus, at realistic concentrations.

The present study is a proof-of-principle for the
separation of viruses from semen used by the veterinary
industry. Before implementing this in routine semen
processing, many steps must be performed, such as using a
more realistic sample as mentioned previously. The only
necessary pretreatment step is sample dilution, which is
also currently part of routine semen processing. Another
important aspect of the separation is the sample
throughput, as the total spermatozoa count of a boar
ejaculate ranges between 75 × 109–100 × 109 cells.31 The
throughput of the proposed separation techniques is only a
few μl min−1, which would take too long to process a whole
boar ejaculate. To minimize sample pretreatment and to
increase the sample throughput, it is suggested to
investigate PFF with higher spermatozoa concentrations.
There is a need to increase the throughput to become of
more interest for the veterinary industry. Furthermore, the
higher the spermatozoa recovery the more attractive the
separation technique will be, as every individual
spermatozoon represents a fertilization opportunity.
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Conclusion

The presented microfluidic chip based on PFF separates
spermatozoa from virus spiked semen. With the optimized
flow rate ratio and fluid removal fraction, a spermatozoa
recovery of 86 ± 6% and removal of at least 84 ± 4% of a
model virus were achieved. The spermatozoa recovery of this
technique is twice as high as the spermatozoa recovery of
other virus separation techniques. By removing potential
viruses from porcine semen before its distribution to
recipient farms, the transmittance of diseases by artificial
insemination is further reduced.
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